






































Attachment A
Delivery Details Chart Instructions

The enclosed delivery details chart is meant to provide helpful information for transportation logistics.  Each category on the chart is meant to identify 
specific conditions the driver would encounter for each school stop. Below are definitions of each category for clarity purposes.  
 
 
 

1. School Name: This represents the shorthand name of the school related to the delivery details. 
2. Address (for delivery point of entry): This address is not necessarily the official school address, but rather the approximate address where it is most convenient for a driver to 
park and unload deliveries. 
3. Estimated case load per weekly delivery: This is a estimate on the number of cases of grocery product that are ordered by the school. 
4. Delivery Distance (feet): This is an estimate on the number of feet a driver would have to traverse from the point of parking to the drop point inside the kitchen. 
5. No Loading Dock: If this field is checked, it indicates that the associated school does not have a designated loading dock for receiving goods. If the field is blank the height of 
the loading dock may not be standard for delivery vehichles. 
6. Can't accept pallets: If this field is checked, it indicates that the associated school can not receive goods on pallets. 
7. Exterior stairs: If this field is checked, it indicates that the associated school has stairs outside of the building that need to be traversed in order to enter the building. Within 
the chart cell it will indicate whether the driver will need to go up or down the associated stairs in order to ENTER the building. Note that a standard sidewalk step is not 
considered an external stair. 
8. Internal Elevator: If this field is checked, it indicates that the associated school has an elevator within the building that will need to be utilized in order drop the goods to the 
kitchen. 
9. Internal Stairs: If this field is checked, it indicates that the associated school has stairs within the building that need to be traversed in order to access the kitchen storage area. 
Within the chart cell it will indicate whether the driver will need to go up or down the associated stairs in order to ENTER the kitchen storage area.  
10. Can't Accept Delivery Before: The time posted in this cell indicates that the associated school can not receive deliveries before that designated time. 
11. Delivery Blackout Times: The time posted in this cell indicates that the associated school can not receive deliveries during that period due to prime meal service hours. 
12. Can't Accept Delivery After: The time posted in this cell indicates that the associated school can not receive deliveries after that designated time. 
13. Kitchen Phone Number: The phone number provided in this cell is the number to reach the associated school kitchen staff. 
14. Additional Notes: The district can indicate any additional helpful information to distributors. 
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To receive the full delivery location chart and the bid pricing sheet, please contact Leah Arredondo 

larredondo@k12.somerville.ma.us or 617-629-5218. 
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